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Chapter 1926 

The Sky Dragon Sect is the leader of the three major sects in the southwest. Its strength 

is much stronger than that of the Golden Blade Sect and the Flying Snow Sect. 

A sect like this is someone the village cannot afford to offend. 

After all, if the desert village wants to survive, it must rely on the protection of the 

Wandering Dragon Sect. 

“Village Chief Arthur, please don’t tell secrets. We, the Sky Dragon Sect, want the 

person you saved!” Mark held his head high and said with great momentum: “As long as 

you befriend our Sky Dragon Sect’s face, from now on, you will be our Sky Dragon 

Sect.” Friend!” 

“This…” 

Hearing this, Arthur couldn’t help but show a thoughtful expression. 

His original intention was to make a fortune through Stefan, but he didn’t expect that it 

would attract so many powerful forces. 

Especially after Wandering Dragon Sect opened his mouth, he seemed to have no 

reason to refuse. 

Of course, there is no reason to refuse. 

“It’s strictly forbidden. Everyone has the same goal. Isn’t it appropriate for you to eat 

alone?” 

At this time, Jason from the Flying Snow Sect finally couldn’t help but speak. 

“What? Do you have any objections?” 

Mark narrowed his eyes, looking a little unkind. 



“It’s not just me who has an opinion, I believe everyone present will be a little 

dissatisfied.” Jason raised his hands and very tactfully pulled everyone around him into 

his camp. 

The Wandering Dragon Sect is indeed powerful. In one-on-one situations, the Flying 

Snow Sect cannot gain any advantage. 

But if there are a few more allies, the situation will be completely different. 

“Why, you people are also going against our Wandering Dragon Sect?” 

Mark glanced around with a hint of threat. 

Everyone looked at me and I looked at you. No one said anything, but no one had any 

intention of leaving. 

Obviously, they were not willing to let the Sky Dragon Sect eat alone. 

“Mason, what did you say?” 

Mark turned his eyes to Mason again and asked proactively. 

He looked down upon most of the people present, but Mason from the Golden Blade 

Sect was an exception. 

If the other party forms an alliance with Jason, it will indeed be a bit tricky. 

“I don’t care about your previous grievances, but you can’t take Stefan away.” Mason 

said calmly. 

“Whether you can take him away or not is up to you, it all depends on Village Chief 

Arthur’s wishes.” 

Mark suddenly turned around and stared at Arthur with bright eyes: “Village Chief 

Arthur, make a decision. As long as you hand over the person to Me, if you encounter 

any trouble in the future, our Sky Dragon Sect will handle it for you!” 



“Village Chief Arthur, you’d better think carefully. If you hand someone over to the Sky 

Dragon Sect, it will be equivalent to offending the Flying Snow Sect and the Golden 

Blade Sect. And all the forces present.” Jason threatened threateningly. 

“This…” 

Arthur froze. 

Looking left and right, I was at a loss for a while. 

How to do how to do? What to do now? 

If you hand it over to the Sky Dragon Sect, you will offend the Flying Snow Sect and the 

Golden Blade Sect. If you don’t hand it over, you will also offend the Sky Dragon Sect. 

No matter which choice you make, your life will be in danger. 

At this time, Arthur glanced away, saw Dustin Rhys and the other two, and immediately 

took notice of them. 

“Dear heroes, in fact, the man inside was not saved by the old man, so the old man 

does not have any control over it. The one who really saved the man was the little 

miracle doctor. If you have any questions, you can talk to him.” Arthur suddenly pointed 

at Dustin Chen , directly throwing the blame away. 

 


